
IIM Jammu to organize the fourth edition of the HR Conclave 
 

September 3, 2021 (Friday): Indian Institute of Management Jammu is organizing the fourth 

edition of one of the most anticipated events in the institute, HR Conclave 4.0. The HR 

Conclave serves as the channel where the institute connects with the corporate leaders and 

policymakers to talk about the recent trends in HR practices across various industries. It will 

be a three-day event that will be held on weekends, commencing from 4
th

 September 2021. 

 

The theme for HR Conclave 4.0 is 'Dare to Disrupt'. Eminent experts will discuss the 

ever-growing changes in a business and how to cope with them. With the world evolving at 

an unprecedented pace, what was once unconventional are now traditional practices that the 

industry has gradually accepted. The conclave will revolve around how businesses 

continually reimagine their processes and HR practices to sustain; hence, it is imperative to 

survive through the transformation and adapt to it and turn the tide in one's stride. 

 

The first panel of HR Conclave 4.0 will host Hitesh Khurana, Head-Talent 

Acquisition & Talent Management (Head Office), CASIO, Rohit Sharma, Head-HR Services, 

Bayer, VipraBabbar, Head HR & Recruitment, Meero, Anurag Sahay, HR Head-Nestle Goa 

Factory, Nestle, Venkatesh Neelam, Deputy Manager HR, Volvo group, Sudhir Dhar, Group 

CHRO, Motilal Oswal Financial Service, Vishal Thakur, Deputy Vice President-Human 

Resources, Tata Capital and Amit Verma, HR Head, Nvidia. The session will witness our 

esteemed guests sharing their valuable insights on topics like 'Understanding Generation Z in 

the workplace.' and 'Gig Economy' and demystify the field of HR.  

 

The forthcoming panels shall be held on the 11
th

 and 25
th

 September, 2021 where we 

shall get to hear from more professionals. Due to the current circumstances, the sessions will 

be held in virtual mode, and the guests will speak on a pre-decided topic relevant to the 

theme' Dare to Disrupt'. It will be an excellent platform for students to interact and network 

with a broad spectrum of corporate world leaders and gain immense insights from the 

brainstorming and interactive discussions. 


